
BRETFORD BASICS™

UNIVERSAL LARGE FLAT PANEL MONITOR CART

FEATURES
• A cost effective and stylish method of displaying a flat panel monitor between rooms, high traffic locations, and events. Provides the basic

platform for applications where just the monitor is in use or add on accessories to build a multimedia platform to meet your individual needs

for presentations and displays using computers, DVD players, speakers, wireless devices, etc.

• FPP72 features an adjustable mounting arms are geared to be width and height adjustable to fit the mounting hole pattern on most larger

flat panel monitors 42" to 61" diagonal up to 170 lbs. and with a mounting hole pattern 400mm wide by 200mm high or greater.

• FPP72V200 features adjustable mounting arms for most smaller flat panel monitors 30" to 52" diagonal up to 170 lbs. and with a mounting

hole pattern no larger than 700mm wide by 400mm high.

• The FPP72 with adjustable arms may be easily rotated with the touch of a finger to use the monitor in landscape to portrait format and  

features a 0°-15° forward tilt adjustment.

• The FPP72V200 features a 0º-15º forward tilt adjustment and only mounts in landscape format.

• Sturdy aluminum pole is 72"H and features adjustment holes, spaced 1" apart, and span the entire length for height adjustment of the 

monitor and to allow the addition of accessory shelving, speaker bars, cord bins, and CPU tower holder.

• Vertical pole features cord management channels in the front and back and adjustable cord management clips to keep power and data

cables neat. K-base design includes 4" casters with locking brakes and features flex adjustment to provide a stable platform by keeping all

four casters in constant contact with the floor on uneven surfaces.

• Optional equipment includes shelves, keyboard shelves, speaker bars, small monitor mounts, cable bin and CPU tower holder, all available to

mount onto the pole for multimedia equipment and are adjustable in 1" increments.

• FPP72 series carts feature an extruded aluminum pole which has an average of 90% post-consumer recycled content and cast aluminum

base and mount with an average of 30% post-consumer recycled content. Model FPP72V200 has a steel mount with 25%-35% post-con-

sumer recycled content. All aluminum and steel components are recyclable at the end of the product life cycle. FPP72 series carts comply

with the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute’s GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality standards contributing to points toward Leadership in

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certification.

FPP72 Features a universal mounting arm that

is adjustable to fit most large flat panel monitors

from 42" to 61".

61

FPP72V200 Features a universal mounting

arm for most smaller flat panel monitors from

30" to 52" diagonal.

52

FPP72V200 with 50" flat panel monitor

and accessory FPPSHX-469 shelf and

FPPCB cable bin
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COLOR/FINISH
Aluminum

FPP72 MOUNTING ARM ADJUSTABLE DIMS
Width = 310mm (12.2") - 825 mm (23.48")

Height = 176mm (6.93") - 683mm (26.89”)

FPP72V200 MOUNTING ARM ADJUSTABLE DIMS
Width = 100mm (3.94") - 700mm (27.56")

Height = 100mm (3.94") - 400mm (15.75")

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
48"w x 80"h x 28"d

CARTON DIMS, WEIGHT & FREIGHT CLASS
FPP72:  94 lbs total, Freight class 70

#1 - FPCUVMNT1 - 31-1/2"l x 9"d x 7-1/2"h, 20 lbs

#2 - FPP72 KBASE - 54"l x 37"d x 10"h, 56 lbs

#3 - FPCMPOLE72 - 77"l x 5"d x 5"h, 18 lbs

Ship ready to assemble in three (3) carton packs

FPP72V200:  93 lbs total, Freight class 70

#1 - FPP72V200 KBASE - 54"l x 37"d x 10"h, 75 lbs

#2 - FPCMPOLE72 - 77"l x 5"d x 5"h, 18 lbs

Ship ready to assemble in two (2) carton packs

FPP72 CARTON UPC CODES 
FPP72:

#1 - FPCUVMNT1 (mounting arms) - 0 96633 26856 6

#2 - FPP72 KBASE (base) - 0 96633 26903 7

#3 - FPCMPOLE72 (vertical pole) - 0 96633 26810 8

FPP72V200:

#1 - FPP72V200 KBASE (base & mounting arms) - 0 96633 28969 1

#3 - FPCMPOLE72 (vertical pole) - 0 96633 26810 8

FPP72 ACCESSORIES, COLOR & UPC CODES
FPPSHX-469 - Large Accessory Shelf, Dark Gray - 0 96633 26921 1

FPPSHS-469 - Small Accessory Shelf, Dark Gray- 0 96633 26920 4

FPPKB1-469 - Keyboard Shelf 12" Arm, Dark Gray - 0 96633 26923 5

FPPKB2-469 - Keyboard Shelf 6" Arm, Dark Gray - 0 96633 26924 2

FPPSHLAP-469 - Laptop Computer Shelf, Dk Gray - 0 96633 26922 8

FPPCB - Cable Bin w/Electrical Unit, Aluminum - 0 96633 26884 9

FPPCPU - CPU Harness, Aluminum - 0 96633 26885 6

FPPSP42 - 42" Speaker Bar, Aluminum - 0 96633 26891 7

FPPSP31 - 31" Speaker Bar, Aluminum - 0 96633 26890 0

FPTVULM4 - Monitor Metric M4 Security Screws - 0 96633 31751 6

FPTVULM5 - Monitor Metric M4 Security Screws - 0 96633 31752 3

FPTVULM6 - Monitor Metric M4 Security Screws - 0 96633 31753 0

FPTVULKEY - Metric Security Screw Key - 0 96633 31754 7

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
The FPP72 series carts are constructed with an extruded aluminum

which has an average of 90% post-consumer recycled  content and

aluminum cast base and mount with an average of 30% post-con-

sumer recycled content. Model FPP72V200 has a steel mount with

25% to 35% post-consumer recycled content. All aluminum and steel

components are recyclable at the end of the product life cycle.

FPP72 series carts are certified to GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality

standards.

FPP72 SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS
The FPP72 has an adjustable mounting arm assembly, constructed

from cast aluminum and is 176mm to 683mm height and 310mm to

825mm width adjustable to fit the mounting holes of most large flat

panel monitors, 42" to 61" diagonal or 170 lbs. The monitor should be

mounted on the pole so that the top of the monitor does not extend

above the top of the pole. A kit including several sizes of spacers,

washers, and bolts is included to fit the mounting assembly to the

back panel of most monitors. Additional hardware may need to be

purchased at your local hardware store. The monitor and accessories

attach to the vertical pole using a mounting spike which clips into

place and secures using two 3/16" hex head screws. The vertical pole

is 72"l and constructed from extruded aluminum with multiple

mounting holes spaces, 1" apart, the entire length of the pole. The

vertical pole attaches to the base using  one 1/2" hex head center

bolt and four 3/16" hex head corner bolts. The base is constructed of

cast aluminum and pre-assembled in a K pattern with four 4" twin

wheel casters, each with a locking brake. The base features flexible

legs that constantly adjust to keep all four casters in contact with

uneven floors. Ships in three boxes via LTL truck.

FPP72V200 SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS
The FPP72V200 has adjustable mounting arms and is 100mm to

400mm height and 100mm to 700mm width adjustable to fit the

mounting holes of most smaller flat panel monitors, 30" to 52"

diagonal or 170 lbs. The monitor should be mounted on the pole so

that the top of the monitor does not extend above the top of the

pole. A kit including several sizes of spacers, washers, and bolts is

included to fit the mounting assembly to the back panel of most

monitors. Additional hardware may need to be purchased at your

local hardware store. The monitor and accessories attach to the

vertical pole using a mounting nugget that bolts into place and

features a transition plate that supports an adjustable mounting

device. The vertical pole is 72"l and constructed from extruded

aluminum with multiple mounting holes spaces, 1" apart, the entire

length of the pole. The vertical pole attaches to the base using  one

1/2" hex head center bolt and four 3/16" hex head corner bolts. The

base is constructed of cast aluminum and pre-assembled in a K

pattern with four 4" twin wheel casters, each with a locking brake.

The base features flexible legs that constantly adjust to keep all four

casters in contact with uneven floors. Ships in two boxes via LTL

truck.
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